
OPUS is a Test Automation Enabler  which offers the user capability to 

automate tests efficiently across a range of platforms, from web based GUI, to 

n-tier architecture and middleware. OPUS works successfully with a range of 

applications such as internal banking software, customer care and enterprise 

billing. OPUS has the ability to orchestrate tests not only within one application, 

but a whole range of applications forming any business process.

Traditional test automation requires manual intervention at certain junctures 

which is unavoidable, requiring technical resources and increasing time and 

cost.

OPUS is highly intuitive and empowers the users to implement their test 

scenarios without the need for extensive technical support. The value of OPUS 

really comes to the fore with future regression cycles. These require very little 

user interaction cycles and  can be initiated any number of times manually or 

via the scheduling tool. It transforms the testing lifecycle into a business driven 

operation, opening up new ways of working that are currently unavailable with 

basic functional test automation tools.

OPUS navigates through traditional obstacles:

 OPUS  succeeds by being affordable, and adds value as it is process 

driven, people orientated, manageable and sustainable, with measurable 

results.

 Using OPUS removes the need for technical expertise -  In just a few clicks 

OPUS picks up recorded test scripts, executes the selected tests, and 

uploads the results into a compatible Quality Management System. 

 OPUS allows data to be modified by simple text editing on the User 

Interface - The values recorded for input fields, objects, or class names can 

easily be changed. 

 Redundant steps in test cases can be avoided using the Dynamic Key 

feature. 

 OPUS handles multiple test configurations and allows test cases to be 

grouped and configured based on user preference. 

 Expensive

 Tech Centric

 Dedicated Resources Required

 The Testing Changes with  The 

Version

 Why Traditional Test Automation  Fails 

The OPUS Advantage 

 Affordable

 Eliminates the need for technical 

expertise

 Simple GUI based operation

 Business centric: Identifies the 

Unique Business Processes

 Audit Trails: Review and revert 

changes

 Version Differentiator: Locate UI 

changes in a new version
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Part of the Net Magnus suite of Enterprise Test Solutions
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OPUS works straight out of the 

box in a simple three step process:

Record > Generate > Run

How OPUS works

*Patent pending (UK) 1018991.8  



 OPUS identifies the unique business processes - Test cases are categorised based on their 

business flow and each process is given an identifier and multiple validation points. This empowers 

the user with a greater understanding of the processes and flows involved, making OPUS highly 

business centric.

 OPUS Audit Trail allows changes to test data to be tracked -  change history can be viewed and the 

data reverted to a specific change if necessary.

 OPUS Version Differentiator - A revolutionary feature that analyses new versions of applications 

under test through an ingenious process, and locates changes in the version’s user interface.  The 

reports generated help gauge the impact of these changes, and greatly enhance the decision 

making process on the managing of the existing regression suites, and testing of the new version. 

OPUS successfully bridges the gap where traditional test automation fails.

OPUS evolved out of extensive and continuing research of more than 5 years.  It is part of the Net 

Magnus suite of Enterprise Test Solutions. Net Magnus is a Global Software Testing and Test 

Automation products and services company. 

Net Magnus has had vast exposure to the telecom and banking sectors, giving it an edge in 

understanding their specific nuances and requirements. However, this has also meant that OPUS has 

developed into a cross-application and cross-domain product which can successfully be used in any 

business sector to enhance the automated testing process.  
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Email sales@netmagnus.com for more information on OPUS or to arrange a meeting with a Net 

Magnus representative. 

For an overview of all Net Magnus products and services visit www.netmagnus.com
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